Villaz-La Sage (Valais) – 1'742 m. / 5'725 ft.
The Region of Evolène, set in the heart of the southern range of the Swiss Alps along the
Italian border, has managed to preserve its original character and traditions in the 21 st
century.
The area comprising Villaz, La Sage, La Forclaz and Ferpècle is known as “Sur-les-Rocs”
(literally “on the rocks”) because these villages were built on a rocky terrace towering 300m
above the village of Evolène, the administrative centre of the municipality or commune.
The entire right bank of the river Borgne and its continuation along the dale of Ferpècle up
to the foot of the Dent Blanche, known as the Queen of the Alps, is a family holiday
paradise where tourism has been gradually and wisely integrated into the traditional
economy. The landscape of this "Sur-les-Rocs" area has a unique cultural identity
appreciated by painters, musicians and poets as both a place for contemplation and a
source of inspiration.
Villaz has 80 inhabitants who essentially live off agriculture and tourism. Why not come and
discover Villaz for yourself? Whether you opt for a weekend break or a longer holiday, the
Gaudin family offers charming and functional accommodations: holiday apartments, bed
and breakfast or Alpine chalets.

Villaz bathed by the sun, with a view (from left to right) of the Dents de Veisivi and the Pigne d’Arolla.

Clos Joli , 2nd floor south-faced
Name of the chalet: Clos Joli
Apartment : 2nd floor
Sleeps : 4-6
Rating : **
WiFi Internet Access
The chalet is situated in the hamlet of Villaz, at the entrance to the village, above the
grocery. Parking facilities are available in the immediate vicinity of the chalet and the
apartment can be reached on foot.
The apartment has a magnificent view of the Dents de Veisivi and the Pigne d’Arolla (3
800m). The balcony is fully south-facing and keeps the sun all day in both summer and
winter.
The chalet was built in 1969 and offers all comforts for a pleasant holiday.
The apartment features:
1 kitchen/dining room with a table, oven and refrigerator
2 two-bed (90X200) rooms
1 room with a queen-size bed (180X200)
1 WC/ bathroom
Television

How to get there
Leaving the motorway from Lausanne or Brig, take the Sion-Est exit and follow the signs to
Val d’Hérens. Villaz is situated in the Val d’Hérens, 33 km from Sion. Once you arrive at the
village of Vex, turn left and follow the main road to Evolène village.
Bypass the village until you arrive at Les Haudères. Cross the village, until you get to the
junction to Arolla and de Sur-les-Rocs. Turn left and carry on towards La Sage. Go through
La Sage. Villaz is located 500m from La Sage.
When you enter Villaz (signpost), after 250m you will find a grocer’s shop on your right. You
will be expected here at the grocer’s. Your apartment is located above the grocer’s.
.
Free parking at disposal

Informations :
Internet : www.evolene.net
Blog : http://villaz-evolene.com
e-mail : cathy@villaz.ch
+41 (0)27 283 13 57

Photos

The house viewed from above. Les Dents de Veisivi and the Pigne d’Arolla can be seen in the background

The living-room / dining area

Small two-bed (90X200) rooms

Room with a queen-size bed

Big two-bed (90X200) rooms

